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BUILDING A CHILD 

                 Erev Shabbos Parsahas Shoftim, 5782  

Dear Parents,          

 

It was such a joy to see the children back in Yeshiva this week, excited to face the opportunities and challenges of the next step of their young 

lives.  Adjustment from summer relaxations to school structure is a longer process for some 

than others, but we look ahead with optimism to great growth and accomplishment ahead. 

Beginning the school year in the week of Parashas Shoftim most appropriately focuses our 

attention on the major role school and schooling plays in the development of a wholesome, well-rounded human being and Torah Jew.  

Our parsha begins with the admonition to appoint Judges and officers.  Judges who determine justice and officers who carry out the court’s 

decisions represent the role of authority in society.  Everyone thinks they desire freedom from rules and laws and would prefer to be left 

alone to do as they please, but humans also realize that life would not be livable without rules to protect us from mishap and from those with 

evil and malevolent intentions.  

In fact, all humans crave authority, whether they realize it or not.  Imagine if there were no speed limits or enforcement on our roads.  With 

no limitations, we would experiment to see how fast and risky we could drive, with the end being mayhem and destruction, R’L.  For children, 

rules, limits and boundaries play an even greater role. They not only protect from harm, they are actually the building blocks of the child’s 

world. 

In his classic work – זריעה ובנין בחינוך  (Planting and Building in Chinuch), Rav Shlomo Wolbe, zt’l explains that a child is a product of both 

planting and building.  His inner core, character and nature need to be allowed to grow freely, as plants in the field. At the same time, one’s 

Midos, skills and abilities need to be carefully built, as one builds a building. Summer time, 

free from ongoing school responsibilities is the time for planting and growing one’s child.  

With the return to school, the time to focus on building has returned. 

Schools and classrooms have many rules, as do most households. The purpose is not to make adults’ lives easier (although there’s no denying 

that’s an important by-product!)  Rules, protocols, guidelines and procedures are indispensable tools in building a mentsch.  By nature, some 

children have a harder time cooperating with adult instructions, many have fallen out of practice over the summer, and others may be dealing 

with different expectations than they encountered in their previous classroom. 

The point is, encouraging our children to follow the rules of school is not merely to get the teachers to like them or to avoid getting a call 

home about misbehavior. We are doing our children the biggest favor by helping them make respect for adult instructions their routine 

response.   When children grow up in an environment where there are clear limits and the expectation is that they will be held responsible by 

all the important adults in their life to function within those boundaries, they feel more safe and secure and in turn more confident to 

navigate a world that has predictable outcomes and results. 

May the coming year’s journey be filled with wonderful opportunities for accomplishments in 

learning and may the inevitable obstacles and challenges become the building blocks of growth 

and success for our children. 

 

Have a beautiful Shabbos,  

 

Rabbi Kalman Baumann            

 

 

 

 

 

“It was such a joy to see the children 

back in Yeshiva this week.…” 

 “In fact, all humans crave authority, 

whether they realize it or not.“ 

“Rules, protocols, guidelines and 

procedures are indispensable tools 

in building a mentsch.” 



To Mr. and Mrs. Jacob  Merel and family on the 

birth of a boy. 

To Rabbi and Mrs. Yaakov Goldman and family 

on the birth of a girl. 

To Mr. and Mrs. Israel Aminov and family  on the 

engagement of their son,  

our alumnus, Ariel. 

To Rabbi and Mrs. Mordechai Palgon and family 

on the upcoming wedding of their son, our  

alumnus, Shmuel to Chaya Greene. 
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Boys Sunday Classes 

Sunday classes for boys start 

this Sunday, September 4th 

9AM-12PM 

Nut Policy  

KES is strictly peanut free. Please be 

mindful when packing up your chil-

dren's lunch and snacks.  

The Week Ahead 

Labor Day, Monday September 5 

Girls Division - No classes 

Boys Division - Sunday class 

schedule 9AM -12PM 

 

Back-to-School Expo  

Tuesday Evening,  

September 6th -  

Information sent via email 

 

P.M. Carpool Arrangements 

If you need to make any carpool or 

bus changes, you must notify the of-

fice no later than 1:30 (M-Th) and 

12:30 (F). Please note: Parents are 

not to be on campus other than in 

their car on the  

carpool line. 

Girl’s Office: 305-947-6000 

Boy’s Office: 305-948-3338 

Chaim Shmuel Ben Leah Yocheved 

Yechiel Nosson ben Sara  

Dovid Yaakob ben Penina 

Meir Michoel ben Rivka 

Binyomin Simcha ben Adina Minya 

Mina Yehudis bas Masuda Marsel 

Yochanan Baruch ben Fruma Etta 

Nuta Moshe ben Sarah  

Water fountains have been  

replaced with bottle-filling    

stations. All children should 

bring a refillable water bottle 

with them to school each day. 

Stay Hydrated! 

Screening Forms 

If you would like to have your child screened 

for speech, OT or executive functioning, 

please send your child in with a filled out form 

and payment. Screenings will begin this  

coming week. The forms can be found on the 

website at ytcte.org/forms and search for the 

correct form.  



Welcome To Our New Students Welcome To Our New Staff 

First Grade Girls 

Bossewitch, Malka 

Ciment, Barbara 

Davis, Avigial 

Doniarov, Pnina 

Elishayov, Adina 

Gold, Esther 

Hadjaev, Norah 

Jacoby, Atara 

Oppenheimer, Andi 

Saka, Lily 

Second Grade Girls 

Aboughanine, Abigail 

Baruch-El, Liel 

Broyde, Malka 

Hoffmann, Zahava 

Third Grade Girls 

Amoyelle, Noemi 

Clyman, Talia 

Edelshtein, Adi Chava 

Ferster, Naomi 

Junger, Talia 

May, Malky 

May, Simi 

Meirov, Rivka 

Ouaknin, Ora 

Rosanel, Shirley 

Saka, Fancy 

Gabay, Ayalla 

Hadjaev, Naomi 

Platt, Chana 

Shashoua, Chaya 

Weingot, Tehila 

 

 

 

 

Rabbi Ygal Ouaknin 

Rabbi Yosef Platt 

Mrs. Eli Baruch-El 

Miss Pnina Bergida 

Mrs. Laurie  Cusco 

Mrs. Bluma Davis 

Ms. Sarah De-Paz 

Ms. Deirdre Dixon 

Miss Chani Dreyfuss 

Miss Elisheva El-Gad 

Miss Adina Galandauer 

Mrs. Aliza Hochner  

Miss Chaviva Kaiser 

Mrs. Rivka Lichtman 

Ms. Julie Marne 

Mrs. Caryn Milton 

Mrs. Mazal Molavi  

Mrs. Esther Ouaknin 

Miss Simi Ouaknin 

Miss Hadassah Privalsky 

Mrs. Yael Salem 

Miss Aliya Shanes 
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Fourth Grade Girls 

Gabay, Ayalla 

Hadjaev, Naomi 

Platt, Chana 

Shashoua, Chaya 

Weingot, Tehila 

Fifth Grade Girls 

Aszknazy, Mindel 

Baruch-El, Shylee 

Davis, Ariella 

Lancry, Yochebed 

First Grade Boys 

Aminov, Meir 
Aszknazy, Moshe 
Benadmon, Shiloh 
Broyde, Yaakov 

Cywiak, Elchanan 
Dalfin, Rafael Moshe 

Dulitz, Asher 
Miller, Alexander 

Miller, Tzvi 
Rubin, Yona 

Sasouness, Emmanuel 
Zippel, Joshua 

Second Grade Boys 

Gabay, Yossef 

Platt, Akiva 

Third Grade Boys 

Berger, Shay 

Claman, Ezra 

Sasouness, Gideon 

Fourth Grade Boys 

Cywiak, Moshe 

Edelshtein, Ariel 

Inglis, Yossi 

Fifth Grade Boys 

Aboughanine, Noah 

Claman, Shlomo 

Fishman, Aharon 

Ouaknin,  David 

Platt, Eliezer 

Rhodes, Natan 
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First Week of School with First Grade Boys 



First Week of School! 
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First Week of School! 
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First Day of School with First Grade 
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2G-1 Soars for Success 

The theme for 2G1 this year is “Soaring.” Our classroom is filled with butterflies and hot air balloons reminding the girls to strive to 

do their best. They are learning to  “Shoot for the moon, even if you miss you’ll land among the stars.”   


